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Hossein - NBC Telemundo License LLC, the licensee of digital Class A TV station KEJT-CD, Salt Lake
City, Utah (FIN 64974), hereby requests that FCC records be updated to reflect the assignment of virtual
channel 50 for KEJT-CD, which is consistent with Annex B, Section B.1.1.(1) of the PSIP Standard.
KEJT-CD is currently operating on its pre-auction RF channel 50 and is using virtual channel 50.
KEJT-CD, which is being repacked from RF channel 50 to 21, will continue using virtual channel 50 when
it transitions to its post-auction repacked channel. There is no conflict in the continued use of virtual
channel 50 for KEJT-CD.
The assignment of virtual channel 50 for KEJT-CD is consistent with Annex B, Section B.1.1.(1) of the
PSIP Standard as KEJT-CD was operating on analog RF channel 50 when it commenced digital
operations (see License File Nos. BLTTA-20021120ABO for analog RF channel 50; and 000001643 for
digital RF channel 50 covering a digital flash-cut BDFCDTA-20141112AHE).
KEJT-CD is planning to transition to its post-auction repacked channel on August 29, 2018 (early
transition granted by the FCC on April 27, 2018; File No. 0000048841). KEJT-CD also plans to begin
airing the required viewer notices on July 29, 2018 and KEJT-CD hopes to include the virtual channel
number in the notices.
Please let us know if you would like us to submit this request in a letter format, or if you have any
questions.
Thank you - Patty
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